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Abstract: We study longitudinal properties of SEP distribution during the proton events of 2012 using data from
SOHO, STEREO-A and B spacecrafts located in different points in the heliosphere. Totally in 2012 near the Earth
were registered six proton events by pairs in January, March and May. The parent flares of the events on January
23 and 27, May 17 with coordinates of N28W36, N27W71 and N11W76 were well connected to the Earth by
magnetic field lines and showed a promt proton arrival. Increasing rate and maximum values of proton intensity
near the Earth were determined by duration and intensity of the particle injection into the magnetic field line.
Much less and delayed proton enhancements observed by STEREO A and STEREO-B spacecrafts indicating
effective cross-field propagation of SEP. The proton event of March 7, 2012 is the largest one recorded so far in the
24th solar cycle. Because its two parent solar flares were located at N17E27 and N22E12 the maximum of proton
intensity was delayed and depressed near the Earth. The event of March 7, 2012 was better observed by STEREO-
B than STEREO-A. Initial phase of these six proton events corresponds to our expectations basing on the East-
West effect. During the late decay phase the resevoir effect was observed only under quite solar wind conditionson
on 25-28 (140-144) days of 2012 by STEREO-B (SOHO) and disturbed conditions by SOHO (STEREO-A). The
reservoir effect was not observed under disturbed conditions by SOHO and STEREO-A/B in March 2012.
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1 Introduction
The current views on acceleration of solar energetic parti-
cles (SEP) and their propagation in the interplanetary space
were formed based on observations in the ecliptic plane at a
distance of 1 AU or less (see [1] and references therein). A
variety of the SEP intensity time-profiles observed at the
Earth imply a complex behavior of the injection function
into the interplanetary space from the acceleration site, i.e.
the source of SEP should be extended in space and time. In
order to explain the observed longitudinal distribution of
SEP events the coronal propagation and/or their accelera-
tion at Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) driven shock waves
(consequently, a prolonged and spatially extended injection
into the interplanetary space) were introduced.

As a result of dominant propagation of SEP along mag-
netic field lines the East-West effect observed at the Earth.
SEP events associated with West solar flares (a magnetic
filed line connects an observer and a particle source) are
characterised by quick rise and undisturbed decay of SEP
intensity. East or Central events, during which SEP should
propagate to an observer accross magnetic field lines are
characterised by delayed onset, slow rise and disturbed de-
cay of SEP intensity. The numerical simulations of 3D trans-
port of SEP in the heliosphere show a similar picture [2].

Statistical study of the SEP event peak intensities mea-
sured in 35 SEP events of 24th solar cycle by two or more
spacecrafts allowed Lario et al. [4] to determine the longi-
tudinal distributions of the SEP event peak intensities in
several energy bands of protons and electrons. They approx-
imated the distributions of the peak intensities by Gaussian
functions depending on the longitudinal separation between
the parent active region and the footpoint of the nominal in-
terplanetary magnetic field line connecting each spacecraft
with the Sun. According to numerical modeling of Wang

et al. [3] the particle onset time, peak time, peak intensity,
decay rate, and duration of SEP event could be significantly
influenced by the effect of perpendicular diffusion.

During the deacay phase of some SEP events the resevoir
effect is observed [5]. The decay phase might be separated
into two stages. The first stage is characterised by large lon-
gitudinal gradients of SEP intensities and exponential decay
time of 10-20 hours. During the second stage longitudinal
gradients are weak and exponential decay time is more than
40 hours. Two time constants of exponential decay might
be considered as an indicator of pricipally different mech-
anisms of SEP propagation in the heliosphere - along and
cross field diffusion.

According to Reames (see [1] and references therein) the
reservoir effect is a result of adiabatic expansion of mag-
netic bottle, which lies behind the shock, but not due to
slow outward diffusion of the particles. Authors of [6] ap-
plying numerical model found that, in order to reproduce
the SEP reservoir phenomenon, aside from interplanetary
modulation, the particle injection must take place mainly
close to the Sun. Both of these establish the importance of
the perpendicular diffusion of particles: (1) with majority
of particles injected early in the SEP event, perpendicular
diffusion can have more time to be effective; (2) with a larg-
er perpendicular diffusion, the SEP reservoir phenomenon
will be more likely to occur.

Paper [7] considers in details the event on March 21,
2011. The mapping of coronal disturbances shows that the
lateral expansion of the CME and its driven shocks can
influence the heliosphere over 90◦ (the separation between
STEREO-A and L1). However the authors only considered
the expansion of the compression wave eastward from the
point of origin. STEREO-B observations of the east limb
of the corona show that the compression wave expanded
westward as well, if one assumes a symmetrical expansion
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from the point of origin, then the compression wave may
have reached a longitudinal extent of 180◦ already in the
upper corona.

Dressing et al. [8] applied two different models to repro-
duce observations of the event on January 17, 2010. The
first model requires injection functions at the Sun of several
hours. The second model reveals high values for the ratio
of perpendicular to parallel diffusion. Because the authors
did not find evidence for unusual long injection functions at
the Sun, they favored a scenario with strong perpendicular
transport in the interplanetary medium as an explanation
for the observations.

The present work considers the proton events of 2012
mainly focussing on observations of the East-West effect
and the resevoir effect using data from SOHO and STEREO-
A/B spacecrafts. The table 1 presents some information on
these proton events, their parent flares and coronal mass
ejections (CME).

2 Observations
A similarity of time profiles of flare plasma temperature
allows to set a zero time for each flare [10]. The upper
panel in fig. 1 compares GOES intensity-time profiles for
last five events with hard proton spectrum, among them
are the events of December 13, 2006 and May 17, 2012
associated with ground level enchancements (GLE). Solar
protons of 100 MeV arrive at the same moment to the Earth
relatively to this zero time of parent flares. Increasing rate
and maximum values of proton intensity are determined
by the source function [9]. We use the data from Anti-
Coincident Shield of the Spectrometer aboard INTEGRAL
(ACS SPI)to check solar hard X-ray emission and onset
time of solar protons. The ACS SPI detector registers both
primary and secondary gamma-rays higher 100 keV. Onset
times of solar protons observed as secondary gamma-rays
by ACS SPI do not contradict to their acceleration during
episodes of solar hard X-ray emission (primary gamma-
rays). Therefore we may conclude that the Earth had a
similar connecton to the source during all events presented
in fig. 1 excepting the event of March 7, 2012.

Event of January 23, 2012 (fig. 2) Observations of
hard X-ray and gamma emission by the RHESSI, Fermi
and INTEGRAL spacecrafts were not performed. The
SOHO spacecraft had a better location for observation
of solar energetic particles in comparison with STEREO-
A/B spacecrafts. The intensities of solar energetic particles
registered by STEREO-B are higher than by STEREO-A.
Later the reservoir effect was registered by detectors aboard
SOHO and STEREO-B spacecrafts, during this time the
detectors aboard STEREO-A registered higher intensities
due to western location. It looks like SEP were swept to the
West by propagating solar wind disturbances.

Event of January 27, 2012 (fig. 2) - Observations of
HXR emission by RHESSI and Fermi spacecrafts were not
performed. The ACS SPI detector showed bursts of HXR
emission and onset of solar protons at 18:32 UT (lower pan-
el fig. 1). The onset time doesn’t contradict to solar pro-
ton acceleration during bursts of HXR emission. The SO-
HO spacecraft had a better location for observation of so-
lar energetic particles in comparison with STEREO space-
crafts. The intensity registered by STEREO-A is consider-
ably higher than by STEREO-B, so a difference between
source longitudes by 35◦ may play an important role. The
largest proton intensity was registered by STEREO-A be-
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Fig. 1: Upper panel: Flux of solar protons measured by
GOES detectors within 80-165 MeV range during first 20
hours of the events [9]. Lower panel:Count rate of ACS
SPI per 50 msec, running average for 1 sec, peak values
observed on March 7, 2012 (1500 and 1400 counts) are out
of scale

tween two solar wind disturbances. The reservoir effect was
not observed during this event, particles from location of
STEREO-A didn’t reach SOHO and STEREO-B. However
the proton flux intensity registered by STEREO-B became
higher beginning from 36th day, this might be a possible
impact from behind limb sources.

Event of March 7, 2012 (fig. 3) - This is the largest
proton event of the 24th solar cycle registered by available
instruments. The RHESSI spacecraft did not observe these
flares due to its location in the orbit . The ACS SPI detector
recorded two bursts of HXR emission corresponding to
X5/3B and X1/SF flares (lower panel fig.1), the proton
enhancement was delayed. The Fermi space observatory
registered prolonged gamma-emission more than 20 hours
providing evidences for unusual long injection functions
from the flare sight at the Sun. Since the parent flares were
Eastern the STEREO-B spacecraft was in a more favorable
location for solar proton observations and registered the
largest but delayed maximum. The EPHIN/SOHO detector
showed a wide and lower maximum. The lowest intensity
was observed by STEREO-A. The maximal SEP fluxes
should propagate between Earth and STEREO-B. After
sharp proton intensity decay registered by STEREO-B, the
SOHO intensity (later STEREO-A) became higher than the
STEREO-B intensity. Once again solar wind disturbances
propagating swept SEP to the West.

Event of March 13 (fig. 3) - The RHESSI spacecraft
did not observe the parent flare. The HXR emission was
registered by ACS SPI (lower panel fig.1) and GBM/Fermi.
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Start Maximum Proton flux CME Maximum Importance Location NOAA
(Day/UT) (Day/UT) (pfu@10 MeV) Day/UT X-ray/Opt Region

Jan23/0530 Jan24/1530 6310 Halo/23 0040 Jan23/0359 M8/LDE N28W36 11402
Jan27/1905 Jan28/0205 796 Halo/27 1827 Jan27/1837 X1/LDE N27W71 11402
Mar07/0510 Mar08/1115 6530 Halo/07 0036 Mar07/0024 X5/3B N17E15 11429

Mar07/0114 X1/3/SF N22E12 11930
Mar13/1810 Mar13/2045 469 Halo/13 1736 Mar13/1741 M7 N18W62 11429
May17/0210 May17/0430 255 Part. Halo/17 0147 May17/0147 M5 N12W89 11476
May27/0535 May27/1045 14 Halo/27 2112 asymetric farside 11428

Table 1: Solar proton events of 2012 (first three columns) effecting the Earth enviroment and parent CME’s and flares
(adopted from http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/indices/SPE.txt).
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Fig. 2: Position of STEREO-A and STEREO-B space-
crafts on January 27, 2012. Proton fluxes measured by
EPHIN/SOHO (25 MeV) HET/STEREO (23.8-26.4 MeV)
detectors in January-February 2012.

Near Earth spacecrafts were in a favorable location for SEP
observation, proton onset was observed by ACS SPI at
17:40 UT. Under background of the previous event detectors
aboard STEREO-A/B didn’t show any enhancement. Later
in the end of March occured two SEP events observed by
STEREO-A only and one event observed by STEREO-B.
Under disturbed conditions of solar wind in March 2012
the reservoir effect was not obsereved.

Event of May 17, 2012 (fig. 4) - Data from the Fermi and
RHESSI spacecrafts are not available. The HXR emission
observed by ACS SPI was very low. The ACS SPI showed
a sharp and very early enhacement of secondary gamma-
rays, which is possibly caused by relativistic electrons
(lower panel fig.1). The SOHO spacecraft was in a favorable
position for SEP observation. Detectors of STEREO-A
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Fig. 3: Position of STEREO-A and STEREO-B space-
crafts on March 7, 2012. Proton fluxes measured by
EPHIN/SOHO (25 MeV) HET/STEREO (23.8-26.4 MeV)
detectors in March 2012.

registered delayed and suppressed maximum, after the
maximum the reservoir effect was observed by detectors
aboard STEREO-A and SOHO under disturbed and quite
solar wind conditions, effects of SEP flux modualtion by
interplanetary disturbances were abbsent. Very weak proton
enhancement was observed by STEREO-B.

Event of May 27, 2012 (fig. 4) - The parent solar flare
possibly was behind the solar limb. The STEREO-A space-
craft was in a better position for SEP observations than SO-
HO, SEP intensities observed by SOHO were considerably
lower. As in previous case a very weak proton enhancement
was observed by STEREO-B. The reservoir effect was not
observed by these three spacecrafts.
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Fig. 4: Position of STEREO-A and STEREO-B spacecrafts
on May 17, 2012. Proton fluxes measured by EPHIN/SOHO
(25 MeV) HET/STEREO (23.8-26.4 MeV) detectors in
May 2012.

3 Conclusions
The propagation time of SEP to STEREO-A/B and the slow
intensity rise to maximum observed provide evidences that
magnetic field tubes passing through STEREO-A/B were
not connected directly to the SEP source, but were filling by
particles continously due to the cross-field diffusion. Quali-
tatively SEP intensity time profiles observed from different
points in the heliosphere correspond to our expectations
based on near Earth observations of the East-West effect
and numerical models accounting prolonged injection of
SEP from a source and large ratio of cross field and allong
field diffusion coefficients. If a linear distance from SEP
source to magnetic fild line connecting to the observer is
less, then SEP intensities would be higher under quite solar
wind conditions.

If the observer is to the West from a source of SEP and
solar wind disturbances, then a SEP intensity is higher
during late event phase than in Central and East locations. It
looks like SEP were swept to the West by propagating solar
wind disturbances. The largest SEP intensities are observed
inside compressed regions between propagating solar wind
disturbances.

The resevoir effect may be observed both under disturbed
solar wind conditions behind CME shock fronts and under
quite solar wind conditionson. Therefore the same prop-
agation mechanism - cross field diffusion should operate
in both cases. In the year of 2012 favorable conditions for
observations of the reservoir effect occurred on 25-28 days
by STEREO-B and SOHO and on 140-144 days by SOHO

and STEREO-A. To our opinion the reservoir effect is not
related to CME shock wave propagation in the heliosphere.
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